Projected increases in greenhouse gases have prompted serious discussion on geoengineering the climate system to counteract global climate change. Cloud albedo enhancement has been proposed as a feasible geoengineering approach, but previous research suggests undesirable consequences of globally uniform cloud brightening. The present study uses GFDL's Climate Model version 2G (CM2G) global coupled model to simulate cloud albedo enhancement via increases in cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) to 1000 cm 23 targeted at the marine stratus deck of the Pacific Ocean, where persistent low clouds suggest a regional approach to cloud brightening. The impact of this regional geoengineering on global circulation and climate in the presence of a 1% annual increase of CO 2 was investigated. Surface temperatures returned to near preindustrial levels over much of the globe with cloud modifications in place. In the first 40 years and over the 140-yr mean, significant cooling over the equatorial Pacific, continued Arctic warming, large precipitation changes over the western Pacific, and a westward compression and intensification of the Walker circulation were observed in response to cloud brightening. The cloud brightening caused a persistent La Niñ a condition associated with an increase in hurricane maximum potential intensity and genesis potential index, and decreased vertical wind shear between July and November in the tropical Atlantic, South China Sea, and to the east of Japan. Responses were similar with CCN 5 500 cm 23 .
Introduction
Remedial geoengineering strategies refer to purposeful modifications to the physical climate system designed to offset the effects of anthropogenic radiative gas emissions. One such proposal is modulation of solar radiation that has received considerable attention; these ideas seek to restore top-of-atmosphere radiation balance by increasing shortwave reflectivity. Previous researchers have examined the potential to artificially inject sulfate aerosols into the stratosphere to mimic the reflective cooling caused by volcanic eruptions (Crutzen 2006; Lane 2006; Rasch et al. 2008) but the uncertainty in the climate response coupled with a long atmospheric lifetime are considerable risks (Boyd 2008; Robock 2008) .
There has been particularly vigorous discussion of cloud albedo enhancement, also known as cloud brightening, which has been proposed as a method to increase the albedo of persistent low-altitude marine stratocumulus clouds (Latham 1990 , Latham 2002 . Cloud brightening has received considerable attention primarily because it is considered technologically and financially more feasible than other radiative geoengineering approaches, including stratospheric sulfur injections (Bickel and Lane 2009 ). Based on previous modeling studies, cloud brightening is thought to be reasonably safe and easy to cease (Boyd 2008) . However, to date only a few modeling simulations have been conducted (Kravitz et al. 2011) , the analyses for which have been restricted to surface responses. Both the American Meteorological Society and the American Geophysical Union have issued policy statements encouraging more sophisticated simulations to increase understanding of the impact of regional near-surface radiative perturbations (AMS 2009) . Recent proposals for cloud modification hardware (Salter et al. 2008) and field experiments (Latham et al. 2012 ) underscore the need for better knowledge of potential consequences.
Previous researchers have employed global climate models to explore the potential meteorological and climatological impacts of cloud albedo enhancement. Early work used uncoupled atmosphere models to examine the ability of cloud brightening to moderate the radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere . Only two previous studies have used fully coupled global circulation models to investigate the climate response (Jones et al. 2009; Rasch et al. 2009 ). Jones et al. (2009) considered the response simulated by the Hadley Centre Global Environment Model version 2 (HadGEM2) with cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) increased from around 100 to 375 cm 23 in the North Pacific, South Pacific, and South Atlantic, separately and together. Jones et al. (2009) used an A1B forcing trajectory (Houghton et al. 2001 ) to simulate anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. They found that increasing CCN produced a significant decrease in precipitation in South America. Rasch et al. (2009) examined the climate response simulated by the Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3) with CCN increased from 150 (Collins et al. 2004 ) to 1000 cm 23 in regions similar to Jones with carbon dioxide that increased to double preindustrial concentrations. Their results showed no significant precipitation response in South America, but a strong shift in precipitation patterns in the equatorial Pacific. Jones et al. (2009) and Rasch et al. (2009) both observed a decline in global averaged surface temperature (from noncloud-brightened conditions) of 0.588 and 0.948C, respectively. The largest cooling occurred in the Arctic (28-48C in each study) with a secondary maximum in the enhanced cloud albedo regions (08-18 and 08-28C, respectively). The continents were cooled relative to the noncloud-brightened cases by 0.58-2.58 (Jones et al. 2009 ) and 18-28C (Rasch et al. 2009 ). The oceans in each study were subject to a 08-18C surface cooling when cloud brightening was in effect.
The present study uses a fully coupled version of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model version 2G (GFDL CM2G) global circulation model, which has not been previously used to investigate the climate response to cloud brightening. It expands upon the analyses in previous studies by considering, in addition to surface temperature and precipitation changes, changes in the atmospheric circulation in the equatorial Pacific (the Walker circulation), changes in theoretical maximum potential hurricane intensity in the Atlantic and Pacific basins, and more sophisticated statistical analysis. The present study is undertaken in the spirit of scientific inquiry. It seeks to understand the response of the simulated climate system to a relatively novel, regionalized perturbation occurring in the lower atmosphere. This paper is also among the first to explore how the response differs depending on how the concentration of cloud particles is adjusted. Ultimately the goal is to better understand the global climate system response to a localized radiative forcing in the boundary layer and lower troposphere, and how this response compares to the effects of well-mixed absorbing gases.
Theoretical basis
Cloud brightening relies on physical mechanisms concerning aerosol interactions with shallow clouds. Twomey (1974) showed that aerosols introduced to a cloud act as cloud condensation nuclei, which prompt the formation of more numerous but smaller droplets as the total liquid content of the cloud is condensed onto many more nuclei. Condensation nuclei, such as sea salt droplets, which are injected into clean marine stratus clouds, will preferentially act as cloud condensation nuclei (Bower et al. 2006) .
As the concentration of cloud condensation nuclei increases, the average effective radius of cloud droplets tends to decrease, particularly in shallow clouds with limited liquid content (Twomey 1977) . This results in an increase in shortwave reflectivity (Twomey 1974 , Twomey 1977 ). The addition of cloud condensation nuclei also leads to cloud droplets that are generally smaller and of more uniform size, which tends to suppress coalescence processes within the cloud (Albrecht 1989) . Diminished coalescence may suppress precipitation and enhance cloud longevity (Albrecht 1989) , which may further increase the time-averaged albedo over the open ocean. All else being equal, an increase in albedo is a direct cooling influence on the climate system (Hartmann 1994) .
The actual efficacy of such a scheme is uncertain. Recent work suggests that regional wind patterns will greatly reduce the number of sprayed droplets that eventually become CCN (Korhonen et al. 2010) . However, large eddy simulations (LESs) to resolve cloud processes frequently demonstrate the Twomey and Albrecht effects on stratus cloud shortwave reflectivity (Wood 2012) . Observations of smoke interactions with clouds likewise suggest cloud brightening is physically possible (Ghate et al. 2007 ), although these observations are limited. The well-attested phenomenon of ''ship-tracks'' where enhancements in cloudiness seen in the wake of ships [see recent review by Peters et al. (2011) ], also supports the general idea of aerosols enhancing cloudiness in marine boundary layers. It should be noted, however, that the exact mechanism of such enhancement remains subject to debate (Ackerman et al. 2000) and is also unclear whether these effects would scale up from the small spatial scales associated with ship tracks to entire regions.
A major uncertainty in the cloud-brightening mechanism primarily resides in the ability to continuously, effectively deliver condensation nuclei and for those nuclei to become incorporated into marine clouds. Efficacy may also be diminished by cloud dynamical processes which determine how aerosols influence cloud longevity, optical depth, liquid water path, and reflectivity. These processes depend on the aerosol and cloud regime; recent literature indicates there is still considerable uncertainty in aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2004; Small et al. 2009; Wood 2007; Stevens and Feingold 2009; Wood 2012) . As envisioned, the scale and assumed efficacy of the undertaking represent a probable maximum of cloud modification, or of any similarly ambitious geoengineering scheme. This approach has the advantage of quantifying the limits of beneficial effects while drawing attention to the unintended consequences.
Methods

a. Model design
The model used in this study is the fully coupled atmosphere-land-ocean-ice global model CM2G that is constituted of the physical components described by Dunne et al. (2012) . The atmosphere in this model, AM2, is identical to that employed in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (Houghton et al. 2001 ) with a resolution of 28 latitude 3 2.58 longitude and 24 vertical levels (Delworth et al. 2006 ). The primary difference between CM2G and CM2.1 is in the use of an isopycnal coordinate ocean model known as the Generalized Ocean Layer Dynamics (GOLD) model (Adcroft et al. 2008; Hallberg and Adcroft 2009 ). The ocean resolution is 18 in longitude, varies from 18 in latitude in the midlatitudes to 1 /38 near the equator. The land model, LM3, is described by Shevliakova et al. (2009) and P. C. D. Milly et al. (2012, personal communication) . The treatment of aerosols is identical to CM2.1, as described by Delworth et al. (2006) . CM2 represents moist convection with the relaxed ArakawaSchubert (RAS) formulation of Moorthi and Suarez (1992) . Cloud microphysics are parameterized according to Rotstayn (1997) while mixed phased clouds are treated according to Rotstayn et al. (2000) . Notably, the field of CCN is a prescribed two-dimensional field with a single value of 300 particles per cubic centimeter over land and 100 particles per cubic centimeter over ocean.
Earlier versions of CM2G have been used in a number of studies looking at the impact of regional changes in ocean color and upper-ocean mixing on the climate (Anderson et al. 2007; Harrison and Hallberg 2008) . Gnanadesikan and Anderson (2009) found that the model has a cold bias in surface temperature and Anderson et al. (2009) show that it has a simulation of ENSO that is reasonably realistic. Like other models run with the AM2 atmosphere (Anderson et al. 2004 ), CM2G has weak tropical cyclone activity and weak tropical intraseasonal variability due to the Madden-Julian oscillation.
Several studies have compared precipitation patterns produced by earlier versions of the CM2 series to observed precipitation. In what follows we compare results from the tenth century of the CM2G 1860 control run to the corresponding run from CM2.1. Annual mean precipitation in CM2G is well correlated (.0.9) with CM2.1 which produced realistic precipitation patterns in the region around Indonesia, the belt of ITCZ rainfall north of the equator, and dry areas associated with subtropical high pressure systems (Dai 2006; Delworth et al. 2006) . The seasonal migration of the ITCZ is also well represented in both models. While CM2G produces an erroneous double ITCZ, a common problem among global circulation models (Dai 2006; Delworth et al. 2006 ), the problem is less pronounced than in CM2.1. However, this improvement is somewhat offset by an enhancement of high precipitation biases relative to the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) v2 data product (Adler et al. 2003) in the northern ITCZ and over Indonesia. Both models produce a relatively dry Amazon and predict somewhat more precipitation (12%-20%) than GPCP over the midlatitude regions where cloud whitening is applied in this study. The model performs slightly better when compared with the latest version of the CMAP Xie and Arkin (1997) dataset which has higher values of precipitation over the oceans as whole and about 6% higher values in the cloud-whitening regions.
Regional cool and dry ocean biases in CM2G Dai 2006) are both related to difficulties representing cloud fields in GCMs (Dai 2006) . Karlsson et al. (1997) evaluated the marine subtropical cloud fields in nine models used in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. On average these models underestimated low clouds by 15% but overestimated shortwave reflectivity. A version of CM2.1 performed better than several other AR4 models, underestimating low clouds in the marine subtropics by 11%. CM2G shows a slight decline in marine low-cloud amount relative to CM2.1 (43.5% versus 44.2% globally and 29.9% versus 29.1% in the tropics). CM2.1 overestimated marine high clouds concurrently, but again showed a smaller bias than similar models. CM2G has essentially the same fraction of high cloud cover (34.5% globally). CM2.1 overestimated shortwave reflectivity similar to the other AR4 models, and CM2G reproduces this bias with essentially the same average tropical albedo of 25%. These biases are significant to this paper as the presence of fewer low clouds with greater albedo increases their susceptibility to cloud brightening. Unfortunately this is a persistent, pervasive problem in large-scale circulation models. Nevertheless, GCMs are a useful tool to examine global responses to a regional radiative forcing. The results presented in this paper focus on large-scale impacts for a given local forcing, rather than focusing on the specific cloud changes which are subject to documented biases.
b. Experimental design
Many different spatial distributions of cloud brightening could have been chosen, and each would produce a different climatic response. The present study seeks to emulate what a likely cloud-brightening distribution would look like. Similar to previous studies (Jones et al. 2009; Rasch et al. 2009 ), regions were selected in which low-level marine stratocumulous clouds are shown to persist throughout much of the year. These clouds have been judged to be the most susceptible to modification: they tend to have low values of naturally occurring CCN. Such clouds show the largest albedo response to a fixed addition of CCN (Bower et al. 2006) .
We estimated the spatial extent of such low-level marine clouds from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project and additional estimates by other authors (Rossow and Schiffer 1991; Rossow and Schiffer 1999; Rozendaal et al. 1995) . We restricted the geographic extent of cloud brightening to two large regions in the North Pacific and the Southern Ocean (boxed regions in Fig. 1 ) since Jones et al. (2009) identified these as the most effective regions to alter. We also sought to avoid a reduction in Amazonian precipitation observed by Jones et al. (2009) by not seeding the South Atlantic. Seeding was constant throughout time. We assumed the seeding scheme worked as envisaged, delivering the desired amount of droplets into the cloud base, and assumed these droplets were preferentially incorporated into cloud condensation nuclei as described by Bower et al. (2006) . We did not attempt to address the cloud microphysical processes or other processes that are involved in the physical delivery mechanism.
Recent research by Korhonen et al. (2010) suggests that a large injection of droplets is required to overcome a microphysical feedback mechanism in which the injection of particles suppresses the in-cloud supersaturation and prevents existing particles from forming cloud droplets. So the assumption that 1000 cm 23 of particles added to the cloud then becomes 1000 cm 23 CCN is likely an overestimate. The results will therefore represent a maximum, as previously discussed.
c. Model configurations
Three configurations of the model were used. The first experiment was a preindustrial control case (PREIND) was initialized and allowed to run for 300 years to provide a baseline against which to measure the changes from both anthropogenic greenhouse gases and cloud modification. The PREIND experiment had a static two dimensional field of CCN with a value of 300 cm 23 over the land and 100 cm 23 over the ocean. A second experiment represented anthropogenic gas emissions [global warming (GW)] with a CCN field that was identical to the PREIND case, and anthropogenic carbon dioxide that was increasing at a rate of 1% annually starting 40 years prior to the cloud-brightening perturbation to an eventual concentration of 4 times the preindustrial case after 140 years. A third experiment was the cloudbrightening geoengineering experiment (GEO). The trajectory of greenhouse gases was identical to the GW case. The field of CCN was modified such that the CCN value was instantly increased to 1000 cm 23 in the boxed regions of the North Pacific and Southern Ocean described above. This increase took place in the year 0 when the model was perturbed and was thereafter constant throughout the remainder of the simulation. The model timeline, with the accelerated 11% yr 21 CO 2 trajectory, can be roughly stretched to a more familiar scale, so that these experiments represent a world where cloud brightening is implemented in about 2025 when atmospheric CO 2 is 417 ppm. For each simulation, 140 years of model output were analyzed, a century longer than Jones et al. (2009) and 60 years longer than Rasch et al. (2009) in order to draw stronger inferences about temporally dependent responses. Previous researchers have used various amounts of CCN to modify low-level marine clouds. Twomey theory predicts the change in shortwave reflectivity scales with the natural log of the fractional increase in CCN (Seinfeld and Pandis 1997; Merikanto et al. 2009; Korhonen et al. 2010) such that the albedo change due to adding particles flattens out as the number of particles increases. The difference between adding dissimilar but large amounts of CCN may be minimal. To explore this notion, an additional cloud-brightening experiment modified CCN to 500 cm 23 in the specified regions.
This experiment was allowed to run for 100 years and was compared with the experiment with CCN set to 1000 cm 23 .
d. Analysis
Geoengineering via cloud modification has diverse effects on the whole climate system. Changes in ocean currents, deep water, seasonal ice extent, and other responses exist; some have been explored by other authors (Rasch et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2009 ). For brevity, the analyses presented here are restricted to surface temperature, precipitation, and effects associated with response of the Walker circulation.
Statistical analyses were performed on several scalar measures of the Walker circulation response in the following way to generate p values: An ordinary least squares fit was calculated for the anthropogenic warming experiment. This warming trend was removed from both the geoengineered (GEO) and anthropogenic (nongeoengineered) warming (GW) simulations to reduce variability due to greenhouse gases and retain cloudbrightening-induced variability. The values were resampled with replacement 10 000 times to generate sampling distributions of the median of each variable. The actual GEO 140-yr median was then compared with the sampling distribution of the GW values to determine how unusual the GEO value was compared with the potential GW values, providing a nonparametric significance test.
Results
a. Surface temperature
In the first 40 years of the cloud-brightening perturbation, the surface temperature in many regions is statistically indistinguishable from preindustrial conditions (Fig. 1a) . The global average difference between the GEO and PREIND surface temperature is 10.168C, compared with a 11.038C difference in the GW scenario. The regions directly affected by cloud seeding exhibit a net cooling of 08-48C, while the northern polar latitudes show a net warming of 08-48C. For context, the warming under the GW scenario (without cloud brightening) was considerably larger during the same 40-yr period (Fig. 1b) . The northern latitudes are warmed 38-68C and most continental regions are 18-48C warmer than PREIND. Figure 1c shows the difference between the GEO and GW simulations, that is, the linear effect of cloud brightening. Most of the globe is cooled due to cloud brightening, with a global average of 20.968C. The strongest cooling occurs in the regions of modified cloud albedo and in the northern latitudes (Fig. 1c) .
Seasonal averages of the GEO-GW temperature differences are shown for the first 40 years (Fig. 2) . Globally averaged, the cooling effect of cloud brightening was 21.18C in September-November (SON) and December-February (DJF) compared with 20.928C in March-May (MAM) and June-August (JJA). However, the extent of cooling was greater for boreal winter. Suppression of warming in the high northern latitudes was concentrated in boreal winter; Arctic surface temperature in boreal spring and summer were statistically no different than under the GW simulation. The modified region in the Northern Pacific was cooled throughout the year, whereas the Southern Ocean modified region experienced the strongest cooling during the boreal winter and spring. Continental landmasses also cooled primarily during boreal winter, although in the Southern Hemisphere a temperature signal persisted throughout the year. Over 140 years (not shown) the seasonal temperature response was spatially similar albeit with larger cooling in the Arctic during boreal autumn and winter.
In the 140-yr mean, the effect of cloud brightening (GEO 2 GW) demonstrates a similar spatial pattern to the first 40 years. Globally averaged temperature with geoengineering was 1.288C cooler than without cloud brightening. The strongest cooling occurs in the brightened zones (18-48C) and the northern polar latitudes (38-48C) (Fig. 3c) . The continents experience greater cooling on average (28-58C) relative to the first 40 years, mainly because the magnitude of warming due to GHGs is much larger over the longer time period (Fig. 3b) . The global mean temperature increases 3.68C under GW (Fig. 3b) compared with 2.08C under GEO (Fig. 3a) . Relative to preindustrial conditions, the GEO experiment shows a pronounced warming in the midwestern United States where the cloud brightening has a diminished cooling effect (Fig. 3a) . Temperatures in the midwestern United States are indistinguishable between the GEO and GW experiments (Fig. 3c) .
b. Surface precipitation
The precipitation signal was considerably noisier than the temperature signal. Only the strongest signals appeared in the 40-yr mean; the availability of 140 years of model output allows more extensive analysis. The most striking precipitation response occurred in the eastern equatorial Pacific. In the first 40 years, precipitation increased under cloud brightening by nearly a meter annually in Indonesia, and decreased by a similar magnitude in the adjacent Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4a) . For context, these changes are occurring in a region whose average annual rainfall from 1979-2002 was 2.0-2.5 m (Adler et al. 2003) . There was an insignificant Pacific equatorial precipitation response in the GW simulation in the first 40 years. Over 140 years, the equatorial Pacific signal includes a small increase from the effects of anthropogenic GHGs (;30 cm yr
21
, Fig. 5b ) and a larger increase due to cloud brightening alone (70-90 cm yr
, Fig. 5c ). In the 140-yr mean, precipitation in the equatorial Pacific changed by more than a meter due to cloud brightening; rainfall increased over Indonesia and declined over the adjacent Pacific Ocean.
Averaged over 140 years of simulation, the global average annual precipitation increases from the preindustrial run by 2.85 cm in the GW case (Fig. 5b) and decreases by 0.53 cm in the GEO case (Fig. 5a ). Relative to the preindustrial, cloud brightening caused a 0-5 cm yr 21 decline in precipitation in the midwestern United States (Fig. 5a ) associated with the anomalous warming in the region. Cloud brightening induced additional rainfall in the Sahel (Fig. 5c ), which helped compensate for the drying observed in the GW experiment ( Fig. 5b) with the net impact of cloud brightening with increased greenhouse gases nearly unchanged from preindustrial conditions (Fig. 5a ). We observe a small (0-10 cm yr
) increase in the Amazon, consistent with the results of Rasch et al. (2009) and with Jones et al. (2009) when the clouds in the southern Atlantic were not brightened (Fig. 5a) ; however, the Amazon precipitation response was not significantly different between the GEO and GW experiments at a 95% confidence level (although it was significant at 90%).
Seasonal averages of the difference in precipitation over 140 years are shown in Fig. 6 . Globally averaged GEO 2 GW precipitation was 25.7 cm during boreal winter and spring, and 23.9 cm during boreal summer and autumn. The precipitation couplet in the eastern equatorial Pacific is present throughout the year, with a minimum magnitude in MAM. During SON the Indonesian increase is somewhat stronger whereas the oceanic decline dominates during DJF. Precipitation in FIG. 4 . Difference in total annual precipitation (cm yr 21 ), averaged over first 40 years following cloud-brightening implementation, between the (a) GEO and PREIND simulations, (b) GW and PREIND simulations, and (c) GEO and GW simulations, statistically significant at 95% confidence level. White areas indicate insignificant differences.
the Sahel region is enhanced during the boreal spring and summer. Interestingly, GW rainfall exceeds GEO rainfall over the central Pacific south of the equator during MAM while GEO rainfall exceeds GW rainfall in this region during SON. This suggests an intertropical convergence zone that moves less strongly or more slowly away from the equator in the summer hemisphere because of cloud brightening.
The spatial response in surface precipitation emerged in the first 20 years of the GEO simulation and persisted throughout the model run. Rasch et al. (2009) demonstrated a similar magnitude increase in Indonesian precipitation with an adjacent decrease using CCSM3 but did not investigate the feature further. We investigated the precipitation response in detail and found a significant response in the Walker circulation. We found associated changes in hurricane potential, sea surface temperature, and vertical wind shear. The remainder of this analysis will explore these results.
FIG. 5. Difference in total annual precipitation (cm yr
21
), averaged over 140 years following cloud-brightening implementation, between the (a) GEO and PREIND simulations, (b) GW and PREIND simulations, and (c) GEO and GW simulations, statistically significant at 95% confidence level. White areas indicate insignificant differences. 
c. Walker circulation
Previous studies have shown an eastward shift in the Walker cell associated with positive sea surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific Ocean under increasing CO 2 simulations (Roeckner et al. 1999) . We investigated whether increasing the albedo of Pacific marine stratus clouds would have an opposite effect. Do the induced negative SST anomalies in the Pacific (Fig. 3c) coexist with a westward shift in the Walker circulation?
The precipitation pattern suggested a westward (e.g., toward Indonesia) shift and intensification in the ascending branch of the Walker circulation. Figure 7 shows a vertical cross-section of the mass streamfunction averaged along meridians between 308S and 308N annually averaged over 140 years following the cloud-brightening perturbation. The sign has been reversed such that the primary clockwise flow is shown with positive values. The shift in the Walker circulation is here clearly visible. Shaded values show the mean circulation in the GW simulation, while black contours show the mean circulation in the GEO experiment. The central maximum is shifted 8.28 to the west and has increased because of cloud brightening from 1100 3 10 9 to 1178 3 10 9 kg s 21 (Fig. 7) . The western branch of ascent has undergone a similar longitudinal shift toward Indonesia (Fig. 7) , which helps explain the large precipitation changes observed in this region (Fig. 5c ). The nonparametric resampling and parametric test was performed on two scalar measures of the Walker circulation, its central maximum magnitude and the longitude at which the maximum occurred. During the first third of the simulation, the central longitude distribution is located approximately 78 to the west under GEO compared with GW ( p , 0.05). During the second third, the westward separation is approximately 58 ( p , 0.05). As the GEO central longitude drifted westward, the GW did not vary significantly; hence the separation between the two distributions was due primarily to geoengineering. During the final third of the simulation, the medians of each distribution are not statistically different (p 5 0.15) as the increasing warming effects of anthropogenic CO 2 overcome the cooling effect of cloud modification.
The Walker central magnitudes were resampled in the same way. In each time period, the sampling distribution of the medians were shifted to higher magnitudes under GEO compared with the GW experiment, showing an increase in the strength of the Walker circulation under cloud brightening. During the first third of the simulation following the cloud-brightening perturbation, the center of the GEO distribution is approximately 50 3 10 9 kg s 21 larger than the center of the GW distribution (p , 0.05). During the second third of the analysis, the GEO values are approximately 80 3 10 9 kg s 21 greater (p , 0.05). During the final third of the simulation, the GEO distribution is 100 3 10 9 kg s 21 greater than GW (p , 0.05). Hence, with the GW trend removed, the Walker circulation is intensified under cloud brightening relative to the global warming without cloud brightening. This intensification seems to increase in time as the GEO magnitudes remain fairly stationary and the GW distribution drifts toward lower values. Thus we find that in these simulations, the Walker circulation is shifted to the west and intensified when cloud brightening is in place versus when it is not. The increase in magnitude is more consistent than the change in longitude, in part because the detrended longitude sampling distribution is relatively broad in the GW simulation. These results are consistent with the modeled changes in precipitation in the equatorial Pacific.
d. Southern Oscillation index
To further characterize the atmospheric response to cloud brightening, we plotted histograms of the Southern Oscillation index (SOI) at each year in the GW and GEO experiments (Fig. 8) . SOI values were calculated on annual averages of sea level pressure. For the GW data, SOI was computed as the standardized anomaly of the SLP difference between Tahiti and Darwin, in the usual way. For the GEO data, SOI was calculated as the SLP difference between Tahiti and Darwin in the GEO case, which was then standardized by the GW mean and standard deviation which were calculated for 140 years. This enables us to compare the two computed indices directly. A very high GEO SOI represents a strong cool ENSO phase relative to the GW scenario, whereas a very low GEO SOI represents a strong warm ENSO phase relative to the GW scenario. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the SOI under the GEO and GW experiments. The GEO simulation has large positive values of SOI for most years; only a few years have negative SOI, whereas the GW distribution is centered at zero by definition. For context, in the real atmosphere the range of SOI is usually 23.0 to 13.0 at the extremes. So by implementing cloud brightening, we have inadvertently induced a fairly strong, permanent ''La Niñ a'' signal in the Southern Oscillation index. This is consistent with our results from examining the Walker circulation. The following analyses show a related signal: enhanced hurricane potential in the Atlantic Ocean.
e. Tropical cyclogenesis
Our simulations were run at too coarse resolution to resolve individual storm signatures, so we estimated the characteristics of tropical cyclogenesis in the Pacific and Atlantic Basins using grid-scale parameters, bearing in mind that our results speak to theoretical potential storms rather than actual simulations of individual tropical cyclones. These values are calculated on the Atlantic hurricane season (June-November) during the first 20 years after cloud brightening is implemented. We present results for maximum potential intensity (MPI), vertical wind shear, and genesis potential index. Figure 9a shows the difference (GEO 2 GW) of MPI averaged over July-November during the first 40 years of the cloud-brightening perturbation. Cloud brightening is associated with large changes in MPI over the northeastern extratropical Pacific, but largely in regions where tropical cyclones do not form. 
2) GENESIS POTENTIAL INDEX
The genesis potential index (GPI) developed by Emanuel and Nolan (2004) and described by Camargo et al. (2007a) attempts to predict frequency of cyclone formation from large-scale environmental parameters. GPI is an empirically derived measure which has been shown to perform fairly well over multidecadal time scales in several oceanic basins (Camargo et al. 2007a,b 
where h is the absolute vorticity at 850 mb, H is the relative humidity at 600 mb, V pot is the potential intensity, and V shear is the magnitude of the 850-200-mb vertical wind shear. GPI thus drops as shear increases, as midatmosphere relative humidity decreases, and as the absolute vorticity decreases. GPI is a measure of how Gnanadesikan et al. (2010) GPI in the CM2G model is biased toward predicting typhoon generation too close to the equator relative to observations. Its use here should thus be taken as a rough scaling for the potential impact of cloud brightening on regional cyclogenesis, suggesting where future work may be required.
Changes in GPI can be used to estimate the impact of changes in shear and MPI described above on tropical cyclone activity. By changing one variable at a time, one can isolate different mechanisms for cloud whitening to produce changes in tropical cyclone activity. The contours in Figs. 9a,b ,c show the changes in GPI in the cloud-brightening simulation relative to the global warming case that are associated with the changes in MPI, shear, and midtropospheric relative humidity, respectively. Note that while MPI shows large decreases in midlatitudes, GPI decreases associated with these changes are concentrated in the tropics, as the central gyres tend not to generate many tropical cyclones. The changes in MPI produce a decline in GPI over the Pacific, with essentially no impact in the Atlantic basin. In the region from 1508E to 1508W and 108-158N, GPI during the July-November period nearly doubles from 8.7 to 13.8 under global warming, but drops as a result of the MPI changes to 9.5.
Changes in the shear reinforce the MPI changes where they produce significant declines in the North Pacific. Over the region just mentioned, the shear change results in a drop in GPI to 9.6, equivalent to the change from MPI but with much larger drops to the north and west. However, the shear changes also result in increases in other regions, such as off Japan and in the Caribbean. The impact on GPI of relative humidity changes is smaller than that associated with MPI and shear and is limited to the northeastern Pacific. Vorticity changes (not shown) have a relatively minor overall impact.
The total GPI change (Fig. 9d) shows a large decrease along the edge of the Pacific subtropical high, which essentially cancels an increase of similar magnitude under global warming. Off Japan, however, the region from 308 to 408N and 1408 to 1608E sees a decrease from 3.5 to 2.6 under global warming, but an increase to 6.5 with cloud whitening. In the Atlantic, the region from 158-258N and 1008-508W sees essentially no change under global warming, but increases from around 4.2 to 6.7 (a more than 50% increase) under cloud whitening.
The magnitude of changes we see here is consistent with the changes seen across many models by Vecchi and Soden (2007) . The pattern of change is consistent with the hypothesis of Vecchi et al. (2008) that cyclogenesis depends not on the absolute value of SST locally but on its value relative to the tropical mean. Our results suggest that it will be important to include dynamical downscaling studies for cyclogenesis such as those carried out by Knutson et al. (2008) in any full evaluation proposed geoengineering strategies that modify patterns of tropical temperatures and atmospheric circulation.
f. Difference in response between 1000 and 500 cm
23
CCN experiments
The susceptibility of cloud shortwave reflectivity a c to fractional changes in cloud drop number concentration N is inversely proportional to N such that when N is high, cloud reflectivity is less sensitive to changes in N. This relationship is described by (Twomey 1991; Platnick and Twomey 1994; Seinfeld and Pandis 1997 )
provided the liquid water path is maintained. A second cloud-brightening simulation was performed over 125 years in order to explore the climate and tropical circulation response to modifying the CCN of the marine stratus deck regions to 500 cm , a 13% increase. The attendant differences in climate and atmospheric circulation are expected to be moderate.
The model simulation with 1000 cm 23 was compared with the simulation with 500 cm 23 . Surface precipitation and temperature were examined on an annual and seasonal basis for 100 years. Annual averages of the maximum magnitude and central longitude of the Walker circulation were also considered for 140 years. For brevity, the results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1 . For each variable, the time series were bootstrapped with replacement 10 000 times to construct nonparametric distributions of the data. This method allows sideby-side comparison amongst sample variables with different underlying distributions. The sample means and 95% confidence intervals are reported in Table 1 .
In general the results confirm the prediction that fractional changes in CCN do not induce physically significantly different responses when CCN is already high. Seasonal and annual mean surface temperatures are somewhat higher in the 500 cm 23 CCN experiment, but the differences are small relative to the cooling induced by cloud brightening at the 1000 cm 23 CCN level. Figure 10 shows the seasonal average differences in temperature and confirms the differences are an order of magnitude smaller than those associated with GEO. Surface precipitation is slightly lower in the 1000 cm 23 ;
these differences are greater for boreal spring and autumn. The regions where one brightening experiment differed from the other in precipitation coincide with the regions affected by cloud brightening (Fig. 11) The somewhat lower values of precipitation in the 1000 cm 23 experiment are due to greater drying over the equatorial Pacific Ocean during boreal spring and autumn. The differences in precipitation between the two cloud brightening experiments are half as small in magnitude as the drying due to cloud brightening alone and considerably smaller than the precipitation changes in the anthropogenic warming scenario. The central magnitude and longitude of the Walker circulation are indistinguishable between the 1000 and 500 cm 23 CCN experiments, with mean differences straddling zero. These results suggest temperature and precipitation responses are slightly more sensitive to fractional changes in model CCN than tropical circulation, but otherwise the effects of cloud brightening do not differ strongly between the 500 and 1000 cm 23 simulations.
Discussion
Our study emphasizes the complexity of the climatic response to a given geoengineering strategy. We chose to simulate an enhancement of marine stratocumulus clouds because this option has been advocated by various authors, and previous authors have examined the potential of this kind of geoengineering to compensate for the effects of anthropogenic climate change Jones et al. 2009; Rasch et al. 2009) . Our investigation has shown that the implementation of a cloud-brightening scheme of adequate scale to counteract some impacts of quadrupled CO 2 would engender a complex response in the global climate system. Moreover, our study shows that the cooling afforded is probably still insufficient to counteract the effects of greenhouse gas emissions, particularly over longer time scales.
The results from our temperature analysis are reasonably consistent with previous research. By brightening clouds over 20% of the ocean, Rasch et al. (2009) were able to modify the simulated climate to produce a 08-48C cooling in their cloud-brightened regions, 08-38C warming over most continents, 08-18C warming over the oceans, and a 28-48C warming over the Arctic (all relative to preindustrial conditions). Jones et al. (2009) simulated a cloud-brightened temperature pattern with similar features: 08-18C cooling over the brightened regions, 0.58-2.58C continental warming, 08-18C ocean warming, 28-38C Arctic warming (all relative to preindustrial conditions). Using a scheme that brightened roughly 15% of oceanic clouds, similar to Rasch et al. (2009) and Jones et al. (2009) our results were consistent with these studies. We explored the seasonal response in surface temperature and found much of the Arctic cooling was concentrated in the boreal winter, where it would likely contribute to ice pack but may not slow summer ablation rates. This result supports the finding by Rasch et al. (2009) that Arctic sea ice may respond favorably to cloud brightening.
The degree of similarity between these three studies suggest the surface temperature response is not very sensitive to the inclusion of the South Atlantic [as in Jones et al. (2009)] or temporally variable albedo enhancement [as in Rasch et al. (2009) ] so long as the North and South Pacific are modified.
The similarity between these studies also suggests the cooling response is not very sensitive to the amount of while precipitation and temperature are slightly more sensitive to increasing CCN. The robustness of this result depends strongly on the interaction of marine clouds and aerosols, which are not well simulated by large-scale models. Future research should investigate the sensitivity in response to fractional changes in CCN using observations and large-eddy simulations better suited to the task. Even assuming perfect efficacy, each of the three studies considered here were unable to achieve full amelioration of the temperature increase under increasing CO 2 . This was true for the first few decades in each study, but particularly for a longer time period in the present work. This was true for an AIB trajectory (Jones et al. 2009 ), 2 3 CO 2 (Rasch et al. 2009 ), and 4 3 CO 2 (present paper). Despite significant initial cooling effects each study demonstrated continued Arctic warming of 28-48C.
Our precipitation results agree moderately well with those of Rasch et al. (2009) Jones et al. (2009) , and the present study demonstrated 10-20 cm yr 21 rainfall changes from preindustrial due to cloud brightening in the Sahel region of Africa; our work found these increases during the agricultural season. However, these small annual increases were overwhelmed by CO 2 -induced drying in the 2 3 CO 2 and 4 3 CO 2 cases (Rasch et al. 2009 ; present study) but not in the A1B trajectory (Jones et al. 2009 ). Thus our ability to assess the impacts of cloud brightening is only as good as our ability to simulate the future climate without cloud brightening.
The present study advanced beyond previous research by investigating the dynamic response associated with the surface precipitation. We discovered a westward shift and intensification in the Walker circulation, an increase in the Southern Oscillation index, and an increase in maximum potential hurricane intensity and genesis potential index in the Atlantic Ocean and South China Sea in response to cloud brightening. We argued that the change in MPI and GPI were promoted by a decrease in 850-200-mb vertical wind shear. These changes occurred during the tropical hurricane season and may influence hurricane formation and intensity. Future research should explore these responses at higher spatial resolutions.
This paper examined the difference in responses between 500 and 1000 cm 23 using the same model, anthropogenic gas trajectory, and regional pattern of cloud modifications, adding a dimension lacking in previous work. Our results show the surface and tropical circulation effects of 500 and 1000 cm 23 are similar. We might therefore expect changes in circulation in simulations which used lower but still artificially high values of CCN. It would also be worthwhile to reexamine the simulations in Rasch et al. (2009) ? Cloud brightening is like any geoengineering in that its primary goal is to moderate surface temperature. Such moderation is theoretically possible, albeit imperfect, including continued warming and enhanced Arctic warming. But in the process of cooling the surface, we risk introducing a complex dynamical response with uncertain and potentially dramatic results. There are many unknowns, and we urge future researchers to consider the immediate and long-term responses of the whole climate system. F. Hollings scholarship program, which provided funding for this research.
